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Abstract. A quasi-differential generalization of operators of the form lnu =

w"' + px w"~ + ■ ■ ■ + p„u is considered. This type of generalization was first

formulated by M. Bôcher (1913). A result of A. Zettl (1971) giving a neces-

sary and sufficient condition that a differential operator / be factorable into

a product of lower order differential operators is extended to quasi-differential

expressions.

1. Introduction

Let / be a real interval and let A — [ars] be a set of complex-valued functions

on / such that

ar+l^0,        r = 0,1,2,...

a.e. / and

as,       s= 1,2, ... ,r+l, r = 1, 2,...

are locally Lebesgue integrable on /. Such a system A will be called admissible

in this paper. If « is a complex-valued function on /, the quasi-derivatives

u[j , r = 0, 1, 2, ... , determined by an admissible system A are defined in-

ductively by

0   [0]
axuA = u

(1-1) r        [r]       ,   [r-lk>      v^    r   [j-\] .     _
ar+lUA   =(UA       )   ~22ajUA        > r=l,2,...

7 = 1

whenever these expressions exist and where the prime denotes ordinary differen-

tiation. The subscript A will be suppressed so that u^ = u if the admissible

system A in question is not to be emphasized.

When a[ = 0, s/r+1, and arr+x = 1 ,  r = 0,1,2,..., (1.1) gives

UM _ u(n ^ tke orfjinary derivative of order r of u.
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A linear function ln with domain and range in the set of complex-valued

functions on / is a linear quasi-differential operator of order n if

(1-2) lnu = u[?+Pxu[rn + ---+Pnu[?,

where annJrXpi are locally Lebesgue integrable on /, i — 1, ... , n. The the-

ory of linear ordinary differential equations extends in a natural way to quasi-

differential equations of the form

(1-3) lnu = f,

where ann+xf is locally Lebesgue integrable on /. A solution of (1.3) is any

function u such that w , s = 0, ... , n - I are locally absolutely continuous

on / and (1.3) holds almost everywhere on /. For discussions of existence

and uniqueness results, spectral and algebraic properties, and control theory for

quasi-differential equations, see Zettl [13], Everitt [5], and the references there.

It should be noted that the definition of a quasi-differential operator of order

n given here differs from that given by Zettl in [13]. There, in our notation,

a°x = ann+x = 1 in (1.1) and px = • ■• = pn = 0 in (1.2). In fact, no greater

generality is achieved by us in relaxing these conditions and the two concepts are

equivalent to within changes of variable. However it is notationally convenient

for the formulation and proof of our results to present the operators in this

form.

The first consideration in generality of this concept seems to be due to Bôcher

[1] who also used the term quasi-differential equation, [2, p. 36]. Zettl ([13,

p. 455]) discusses the advantages of quasi-differential operators which include

not only their greater generality but also a simplicity that they bring to the

formulation of adjoint problems.

Here we are interested in extending to quasi-differential operators of the form

(1.2) a result proved by Zettl [12] for ordinary differential operators. This result

states that a linear ordinary differential operator ln of order n may be factored

in the form ln = rnn_plp , where lp , m are linear differential operators of

order p, n - p respectively, if and only if the equation lnu = 0 has solutions

ux, ... , u such that W(ux, ... , u ) ^ 0 on /, where W is the Wronskian

determinant. In [8, Corollary 3.2] it is shown that this follows from Sylvester's

Identity for determinants. This approach also works in the present context.

The main difficulty is that the resulting entity mn_ is not necessarily a quasi-

differential operator with respect to the original system A . However we will

show that there is an admissible system B with respect to which wz is a

quasi-differential operator of order n - p .

A brief note on the early history of factorization of differential operators is

given by Hartman at the end of Chapter IV of [7], where the subject is explored

in the context of reduction of order in systems where some solutions are known.

Also see Pólya [11] and Coppel [3, p. 138] where the connection between what

is now called disconjugacy and the factorization of a linear differential operator

into a product of first order operators is discussed. This discussion is extended
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by Hartman, [7, Chapter IV, Corollary 3.1] to quasi-differential operators al-

though that terminology is not used. This result is also obtained by Nehari

[ 10] for a somewhat more restricted class of quasi-differential operators. The

relationship between factorization and disconjugacy is further developed in [4]

where many useful references are given.

2. A FACTORIZATION THEOREM

Let A be an admissible system of functions on / as described in § 1. Denote

by Dn(A) the set of complex-valued functions u on I suchthat uA , ... , uA

exist and are locally absolutely continuous on /. From the discussions in [5,

13], it is clear that Dn(A) is an infinite-dimensional linear space. Let Ln(A)

denote the set of quasi-differential operators ln of order n as described in (1.2).

For any matrix [w[], let if/1 '"rf denote the minor determined by the rows

rx, ... , rp and the columns sx, ... , sp. In particular, when ln € Ln(A) and

ux, ... , u are solutions of lnu = 0, we define the quasi-Wronskian as the de-

terminant WA(ux, ... , up) = w\l[[[p , where w[ = u[r~l], r, s = I, 2, ... , p .

If A, B are both admissible, we say that ln £ Ln(A) may be factored in

the form ln = mn_plp, where lp £ Lp(A) and mn_p e Ln_p(B), when lpu £

Dn_ (B) for each u £ Dn(A) and mn_ I u = l„u for each such u. We prove

the following result.

Theorem 2.1. Let ln £ Ln(A). Then ln may be factored in the form ln =

m„-pL> where I £ L (A) and rnn_ £ Ln_ (B) for some admissible system B

if and only if there exist solutions ux, ... , u   of lnu = 0 such that

WA(ux,...,up)¿0   on I.

Successive applications of this theorem with p = n - I, n -2, ... yield the

following result of Hartman [7, Chapter IV, Corollary 3.1] which was proved

originally for ordinary differential operators by Pólya [11].

Corollary 2.2. A necessary and sufficient condition so that ln £ Ln(A) can be

expressed as a product of n first order quasi-differential operators is that lnu =

0 have solutions ux, ... , un_x such that WA(ux, ... , u ) ^ 0 on I, p =

1,...,«-1.

First observe that, as in the case of ordinary differential equations, solu-

tions ux, ... , un of lnu = 0 form a basis for the solution space if and only if

WA(ux, ... , un) ^ 0 on /. Furthermore, for such a basis,

(2.1) lnu= WA(ux, ... ,un, u)/WA(ux, ... , un)

for all u £ Dn(A) since both sides of (2.1) are operators in Ln(A) and the condi-

tion WA(ux, ... , un) t¿ 0 implies the coefficients of ulr], r = 0, ... , n- 1, are

the same for both operators. The necessity of the condition WA(ux, ... , up) ^0

for the factorization ln = mn_ I   is thus obvious since solutions ux, ... , u

of / u = 0 must also be solutions of lnu = 0.
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To prove the sufficiency of the condition for factorization, the following two

determinant identities which hold for any n x n matrix [wrs] are needed. If
r l2--p,p+r    .,

vs = wn-PP+s >then

,~ », 12---n,     12--p,n-p-l \2-n-p

(2-2) Wl2-JWl2-p) = Vl2-n-p-

If (1, ..., j,... , n) denotes the (n - l)-tuple obtained by omitting j from

(I, ... , n) and w(i, x)yim is the minor determined by the rows r. , ... , r
i, ■■im i m

and the columns sx, ... , sm of [wrs] with the ith row [w\, ... , w'n] replaced

by x = [xx, ... , xn], then if 1 < /', j < n and i ^ j,

,.       .\---i---n     \2--n \-j---n     ,.       ,12---«

(2 3) ' ^i-«-'^!2-" = Wi-»-1 W{1 ' X)i2-«

,   /    i\i-j+i     l—i—n     , ■       ,12--w
+ (-1)       wx...n_xw(j,x)x2...n.

The expression (2.2) is Sylvester's Identity (see [6, p.  32]) and a very simple

proof of (2.3) may be found in [9, p. 65].

Now suppose ux, ... , up are as specified with WA(ux, ... ,up) / 0 and

choose u x, ... , un such that WA(ux, ... , un) # 0 so ux, ... , un is a basis

for the solution set of /„» = 0. Consider the (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix [wrs]

defined by wrs = «'r_1], r, s = 1,..., n + 1  and let un+x = u, an arbitrary

function in Dn(A).   Now, from (2.1), /nw = w\2..nn+\lwn-■•«   an<^' aPPlyin8

Sylvester's Identity (2.2) to both numerator and denominator here, we find

12—n-p+l   i    \2-n-p     12-p
(2-4) '„" = vX2...n_pp+x j i;12...„_; w

12-p

where v[ = lo^.'.'.p 'p+s • T° complete the proof, we must show that (2.4) may

be written in the form

it c\ i ; 12---p,p+l   /       12---P
(2.5) lnu = mH_pv,        v = lpu = wX2..,pn+x/wX2„.p,

where m       £ Ln_ (B) for some admissible system B = [brs].  To see this,

consider

{r—1} r \2---p,p+r .
(26] vs       -vs=w\2-p,P+s>        r=l,...,n-p,

{   '   ' {n-p} n-p+l   i      12-p l2-p,n+l   ,      12-p

Vs =Vs / W 12-p =W 12-p,p+s  /Wl2-p>

for s = 1,...,« + 1 - p . We will find an admissible system B such that

¡o {0} ,

(2-7) ,r        {r}        ,   {r-l},'      v^ , r   0-1} .^«V   "K      ) -LW       '        r=l,...,n-p.
7 = 1

This shows that v^ = (i^1, s-l,...,n+l-p, r = 0,...,n-p; and

(2.4), (2.6), (2.7) establish (2.5) with

mn-pV = WBÍlpUp+l '■••>lpUn> V)IWbVpUp+1 > • • • ' lpUn) ■
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We now find the system B satisfying (2.7). The first line of (2.7) is satisfied

bi
d

(2.8)

if b°x = l/w&'J . Next, from (1.1), with brr+x = app++rr+x , r = 1,..., n-p- 1

and

,n-p       _    n 12-p
"n-p+l - an+lWl2---p '

r
Lr        M /      ,   i        \ l2---p,p+l       v^    P+r   {j-l} ,¿V+i^Í   -»(P+UW.-EW.       '        r=l,...,n-p,

7 = 1

where x = [(«f+r"1])', ... , (w¡f+f~1])', (w^/"'1)'] •   Also, from the rule for

differentiating determinants,

(2.9)
/   {»■—1}\' /      .   i        vl2"-p,p+l   ,        , ,. 12--p,p+r .
(V¡     >) =w(p+l,x)x2..pp'pp+s+w(p,y)l2..pppp+s,        r=l,...,n-p,

where y = [(«f-")', ... , (ujf-11)', (u^)']. Combining (2.8) and (2.9), we
find

r

(2.10)        br+ys = (v)  >) -}2aP+jvs    -w(p>y)i2..p,P+s-

7 = 1

Now, from (2.3), with n = p + I, i = p , j = p + 1

, \12---p     12---p,p+r 12---p     , ,12-p,p+r
MP,y)i2-pWl2-p,p+s = Wl2-pW(P>y)l2-p,p+s

1-p-l ,p+r     ,      ,   ,        , 12---p,p+l
+ Wl2-p W(P+l>y)l2..p,P+s

which gives

(2.11)    w^í^^is;::;^-"^)^"11--;^1'^^-

since ,<'-<> = u,S3;^,  ,<°> = wxl:p:pt:  = W(p + 1, ,)£;£], and

w(p,J>)£"J = (wg.ï.J)'.   Now (2.IO), (2.11) show that (2.7) is satisfied if
B is given by

7 0       , /     12-p      i_n-p n 12-p
b{ = l/wx2..p , bn_pp+x = an+lwx2..p

K+x=appXr+x, r=l,...,n-p-l,

K ~ ap+i >s = 2,...,r-l,r=l,...,«-/?
K=<+[-<p;l'p+r/<:pP>

K - <:: + (<:.p'K22:* •
The admissibility of 2?  follows from the admissibility of A  and K712...p =

WA(ux,...,up)¿0.
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